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Secular serenade
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Brian Baran gives his response to last
week’s op-ed about religious life on
campus, raising an argument about Rice’s
status as a secular institution.
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Little Bunny KTRU
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Check out a recap of this year’s KTRU
Outdoor Show with photos of the event and
audience opinions.
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Sports
p. 8
Baseball takes on ivy league

Sports
p. 10
Basketball season ends

Men’s baseball looks to continue their success as they host Harvard this weekend for
three games.

student-run

since 1916

The men’s basketball team played in their
last game of the season in their loss to
Tulsa 77-71, marking senior Tamir Jackson’s
last collegiate game at Rice.
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Keg limit
set for
colleges
by Thresher Editorial Staff

dante zakhidov/thresher

Rice Empower STEM Expo
teaches visiting students

In the OEDK, expo coordinator Matt Johnson mesaures the height of a marshmallow tower
constructed by M.C. Williams 8th graders Marcoantonio Castro, Veronica Dimas, and Kasandra Armijo pictured form left to right. Photo by Dante Zakhidov/Thresher

Changes proposed for drop deadline
by Dixita Viswanath
Thresher Staff

On March 11, 2013, undergraduate
representatives to the University Committee on the Undergraduate Curriculum proposed a resolution to add a $50
fee for students who drop a class between the second and seventh weeks of
classes. According to Student Association President Yoonjin Min, this proposition is in response to discussions held

by the CUC, a faculty group dedicated
to improving academics at Rice.
Min said the current system penalized other students who wanted to take
an otherwise full course.
“The idea is that some students are
unable to add classes because other
students who do not really intend to
take the [classes], don’t drop them in
time,” Min said. “This is coming from
[Registrar David Tenney] and [Dean
of Undergraduates John Hutchinson],

not directly from students. However,
the idea that students should be able
to take the courses they want to take is
not new and [is] one that has been advocated continuously.”
According to the proposed legislation published by the SA, students will
be allowed to drop a course without
penalty until 5 p.m. on the Friday of the
second week of classes. Between week
two and week seven, students will be
allowed to drop a course but must pay

a $50 fine to the Oﬃce of the Registrar.
Students will not be allowed to drop a
course after the seventh week of classes
without petitioning for extenuating circumstances.
At the CUC meetings, the faculty
and administration were leaning toward a harsher enforcement by adding
some sort of signage on students’ transcripts in the form of a Q for Quit or W
for Withdraw, Min said.
0see DROP, page 4

Undergraduate tuition announced for 2013-14
News Editor

Another year means another tuition increase. Undergraduate tuition will be increasing from $36,610
to $38,260 for the 2013-14 school
year, according to Vice President
for Finance Kathy Collins. Although
tuition continues to rise, its rate of
growth is decreasing, Collins said.
“This is an increase of 4.5 [percent],” Collins said. “Last year it was
at 4.9 [percent]. Prior to that, it was
5.3 [percent]. Every year is its own
year and its own decision. The trend
is slower growth.”
Collins said the main expenses for
the university are paying faculty and
staﬀ salaries and that recent building
construction has increased facility
maintenance costs.
“The main sources of revenue to
the budget are the endowment and
net tuition revenue,” Collins said.

“Tuition is not going to support the
cost of the colleges.”
According to Collins, financial aid
will increase to reflect the increase in
tuition.
“Rice has maintained need-blind
admissions,” Collins said. “[Rice] fully meets financial need. Two-thirds of
our entering class used financial aid.
Rice cares very much about aﬀordability. I think our financial aid policies reflect that.”
Despite the increase in tuition,
Rice still costs less than many peer
institutions and is ranked No. 2 for
best value, Collins said.
“For Rice students who come from
lower income levels, there are no loan
requirements in financial aid packages,” Collins said. “We’ve eliminated
the loans that we require to $10,000
over four years, which is a great deal
compared to other schools.”
According to the Rice University press release, total cost of atten-

dance, including mandatory fees and
room and board, will be $51,950, a 4.1
percent increase over last year.
Duncan College freshman Sean
Lee said he understood the reasoning
behind the increase.

“The biggest jumps in tuition started
after Rice wanted to become a larger
and better university,” Lee said. “I
think we can expect increases in tuition if we really want to attend a topnotch institution.”
Managing Edtior Molly Chiu contributed to this article.

Rice tuition growth
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by Andrew Ta

Tuition Cost

For the second year in a row,
colleges will be limited to a certain
number of kegs during Willy Week.
College masters and presidents
decided on March 11 to raise the Willy Week and Beer Bike keg limit from
six per college to eight, according to
campus-wide Beer Bike Coordinator
Andrew Jacobson.
Jacobson, a Brown College
sophomore, said Student Judicial
Programs enforces the keg limit by
keeping tabs on each college’s Willy
Week events submitted for approval.
“The masters and college presidents decide what is a reasonable
amount of kegs for each college for
the whole Willy Week,” Jacobson
said. “Once the keg limit is set, they
send the number to SJP, and SJP
monitors the numbers by accepting
or denying SJP event forms.”
Associate Dean of Undergraduates Don Ostdiek said although SJP
heads the approval process, enforcement is up to the colleges.
“The colleges help enforce it,”
Ostdiek said. “We do the approval
process, but the colleges need to
enforce it if they’re violating [the
policy]. We’re not going to be there
counting kegs or anything like that.”
Ostdiek said the reasoning behind the limit was to avoid colleges
competing for the most kegs.
“The colleges agreed that there
should be limits, because otherwise
you create a type of arms race where
colleges try to have more than the
college next to them,” Ostdiek said.
Martel College Beer Bike Coordinator Helene Dick said the college
Beer Bike coordinators have not
been well-informed about the limit.
“College Beer Bike Coordinators
were essentially cut out of the conversation about the keg limit,” Dick
said. “While our college presidents
and masters sought to represent us
at the table, that’s not a replacement
for putting Beer Bike coordinators
directly in touch with SJP and the administration. Despite the fact that we
were voicing our need for news on a
keg limit from the very first campus
wide meeting in the fall, the issue
was never addressed until less than
two weeks before Beer Bike.”
Dick said this complicates the
process for getting kegs donated to
the colleges.
“The issue is it’s diﬃcult for us
to coordinate donations and sponsors when we aren’t given a clear
estimation of what we can register
in the first place, “Dick said. “[Dean
of Undergraduates John Hutchinson] only spoke to Beer Bike teams
after the keg limit was set. The same
problem happened last year: There
wasn’t suﬃcient communication between SJP and the masters to put the
issue on their agenda in time for the
college Beer Bike coordinators to do
their jobs well.”

EDITORIAL
OP-ED

Drop fee a good idea
The recent proposal by the Faculty
Senate to punish students who drop
courses during weeks three through
seven of classes with a W mark on those
students’ transcripts (see story, p. 1) is
one that the Thresher strongly opposes.
We do not believe the Faculty Senate’s
case is strong enough to justify changing student transcripts and that alternative, superior solutions exist.
The Senate’s proposal is based on
the claim that students are abusing the
current add/drop system by not dropping courses in the first two weeks
which they intend to eventually drop.
In courses which are full, this prevents students who would not drop the
course from registering for the course.
However, the Thresher does not believe that there is evidence to support the claim that this sort of abuse
is the primary cause of course dropping in weeks three through seven. It
is often difficult for students to gauge
a course’s difficulty until after the
second week since many courses take
several weeks to get up to speed and
begin returning graded work. While
the Thresher does not deny that some
students may be abusing the add/drop
system due to laziness or forgetfulness,
we are unconvinced that the response
to this situation should be to punish
those who genuinely need more than
two weeks to determine which courses
they will be taking each semester.
If the Faculty Senate truly is of the
opinion that too many students drop
courses during weeks three through
seven, the Thresher supports the proposal made by the University Committee on the Undergraduate Curriculum,
with two minor caveats. We agree that
instituting a $50 per course fine for
courses dropped after the second week
would provide an incentive to students
to drop courses as soon as they decide
to do so while also limiting the repercussions of dropping a course after
week two. However, the Thresher also
advocates putting a financial waiver
system in place for students to whom
the $50 would present an excessive burden. The Thresher further believes that
the current new-student policy should
stay in place for students in their first
semester at Rice to allow those students time to get used to Rice courses
and save them the additional stress of
being threatened with fines for dropping courses after the second week.
While this solution unfortunately still
punishes students who are not abusing the current system, it is not as extreme a solution as putting a mark on
students’ transcripts. It should also be
a strong enough incentive to those who
are abusing the current add/drop system to drop their courses before week
three and will thus give students trying
to get into full courses more opportunities to do so.
If the problem persists despite instituting the new fine system, the Faculty
Senate will be able to revisit the issue
with additional information. If not, the
problem will have been solved without
the necessity of extreme measures. Either way, the Thresher encourages the
faculty senate to fully consider the consequences for students of its decisions
— and to not make any assumptions
about why students make the decisions
they do.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of the Thresher editorial staﬀ. All other
opinion pieces represent solely the opinion of the
piece’s author.
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Rice must embrace secular identity
Rice University is not a religiously aﬃliated university. Neither is it truly a secular university. In an
op-ed that appeared in the March 8 issue of the Rice
Thresher (“Spiritual wellness on campus undervalued and in need of respect”), Trent Navran, Dandan
Liu and Lara Wik point out that the nondenominational Rice Memorial Chapel and the Joint Campus
Ministers both pose problems for Rice’s status as
a secular institution because, to varying degrees,
they favor Judeo-Christian faiths. The writers rightly
challenge this on their path to arguing that Rice
needs to provide more resources for spiritual life
(where spiritual is to religious as intelligent design
is to creationism). But the problem they identify can
only be solved by going in the other direction — by
eliminating Rice’s involvement in religion entirely.

Brian Baran
The proposals put forward by Navran, Liu and
Wik illustrate the inherent contradiction in the
notion that a secular institution should — or even
can — be inclusive of religious life. It is certainly a
problem that Rice’s purportedly nondenominational chapel is far more useful to followers of JudeoChristian faiths than to followers of other faiths, for
a truly nondenominational space would be equally
useful for all faiths and for secular purposes. But
the solution to this problem is not to create enough
religiously oriented spaces on campus to adequately and equally support every denomination of every
religion represented in the Rice community. Such a
solution is both impossible and undesirable.
The impossibility lies largely in the multitude
of religions and denominations within them plus
the infinitude of conceivable faiths and parodies
thereof. In 2005, Bobby Henderson sent a letter to
the Kansas State Board of Education lampooning
the “teach the controversy” strategy for introducing creationism into the classroom under the guise
of intelligent design by arguing that teaching the
controversy also meant allocating classroom time
to teach the account of creation believed by worshippers of the Flying Spaghetti Monster. It should
be a glaring warning sign that bringing the Flying
Spaghetti Monster to bear on the aforementioned
proposal is similarly eﬀective. To even begin to
provide the suggested resources, Rice would need
to bulldoze a sizable portion of Southampton Place
to clear the way for the construction of places of
worship to countless gods, goddesses, flying spaghetti monsters and invisible pink unicorns. From a
standpoint of practicality, this is absurd.
The concern with secular institutions adopting
policies and appropriating resources in ways inclusive of religious life is a concern not only of practicality, but also of desirability. This is evident from
a consideration of the narrower argument that the
Rice administration should increase its support for

spiritual (i.e., religious) life on campus by instituting an Oﬃce of Spiritual Life as an administrative
department. While this would constitute a manageable investment of resources and therefore does not
violate the principle of practicality, it would be undesirable for fundamentally the same reasons as an
investment in physical spaces designed to support
religious groups on campus. Despite the claim that
“Enhancing spiritual life at Rice has nothing to do
with challenging secularism,” administration support and funding for “enhancement” of religious
life on campus undermines the central principles
behind secularism even if such support and funding is equally distributed among all denominations,
a highly unlikely prospect. Rejecting secularism as
important, though, will not avoid this issue because
it is through secularism that Rice can best enhance
religious life — and through secularism, Rice can do
so while also enhancing nonreligious life and the
overall quality of life.
Secularism precludes providing support to any
religion — even to all religions — because such
support is contradictory to the fundamental ideas
behind secularism. While definitions and interpretations of secularism vary, the common notion
underlying all of them is that of a clear separation
between religion and other parts of society. Claims
grounded in religion can have no place in a secular
discourse because religion is not a relevant concept to a secular institution; it exists but carries no
meaning, no significance. In the same way, secular
claims carry no meaning or significance in religious
discourse unless they are relevant on religious
grounds and rephrased accordingly. For secularism to function to truly protect diverse interests and
the right both to believe and not to believe, which is
essential to a society that protects fundamental human freedom and dignity, the separation between
religion and other parts of society must be both
practical and discursive.
The solution to the problem of Rice’s disproportional support of Judeo-Christian faiths over others is in the direction not of increasing support for
religious life, but of eliminating that support. For
Rice to truly be the secular institution it claims to
and should be, it must handle religion as it does any
other interest, belief or opinion. Interfaith conflicts
and conflicts between religious and nonreligious
interests are mitigated not by embracing all faiths,
but by embracing secularism, for it is only through
secularism that we can grant freedom and dignity
to all persons, regardless of their beliefs or lack
thereof. Secular institutions do not inhibit religious
life; rather, they enhance it. In refusing to provide
advantages and privileges to any religion or special
interest over another, Rice leaves the flourishing
of every religion and special interest in the hands
of its followers and supporters and avoids inflicting harms on these interests’ detractors. By fully
embracing secularism, Rice would enhance the
well-being of its community not just on a spiritual
level, but also on a holistic level. Secularism is not
about protecting the interests of the nonreligious; it
is about improving the lives of every human being
despite our diﬀerences in belief.
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STEM Expo empowers
Houston ISD students
by Tina Nazerian
Thresher Staff

Houston Independent School District
students from three high schools and one
middle school had the opportunity to explore science, technology, engineering and
mathematics fields and college life on campus March 7-8 at the STEM Exposition hosted by Rice Empower.
The students immersed themselves in both
life at a college campus and STEM fields as
they watched professors demonstrate their
work at interactive stops, ate at a servery, listened to student advisers talk about their personal college experiences and engaged in a
Marshmallow Challenge run by the Oshman
Engineering Design Kitchen, event coordinator
Valerie Bolanos said.
Bolanos said she reached out to HISD
schools with low school ratings and more
schools requested participation than open
spots. The first four schools to respond were
able to participate in the program, Bolanos,
a Martel College senior, said.
The participating students had an at-risk
background and had to meet a GPA requirement to attend, Bolanos said.
“Even though they’re the best kids in
their class … that doesn’t mean anything,”
Bolanos said. “Most of these schools have
really high dropout rates, and [the kids are]
never exposed to college.”
Bolanos said events like this help students
see that STEM fields are accessible to them.
“I think it’s really important to get rid of
that intimidation factor,” Bolanos said.
Rice Empower also holds school and community discussions, and one of its goals is to
make sure some of those school dialogues
occur at the schools that come to campus, Bolanos said. In addition to programs
like the STEM expo, Rice Empower also

sends speakers to HISD schools, according
to Bolanos.
Rice Empower, the brainchild of alumni
Kareem Ayoub (Lovett ‘12) and Thierry Rignol (Duncan ‘12), began three years ago
with the goal of addressing the issue of science and the public, Rice Empower President Trent Navran said. Since then, the
organization has expanded into a nongovernmental organization called World Stem
Works with chapters at other universities including Duke, Johns Hopkins, and the University of Texas, Navran said.

NEWS

The following were noted at the most recent meeting of the Student Association on Mar. 11.
QThe

SA Executive Board announced that 11:59 p.m., March 22 is the deadline to apply for SA appointed positions, including SA standing committee chairs, directors,
parliamentarian, historian and undergraduate representatives to university standing
committees. Applications can be found at sa.rice.edu/Appointed2013/.

QThe

SA Executive Board announced that KTRU Friendly Committee applications were
due March 16 by 5 p.m. to sapres@rice.edu.

QDirector

of Elections Monica Zatarain gave an overview of the spring election ballot,
which was approved. The proposal to continue the $9 blanket tax to fund the Rice
Endowment for Sustainable Energy Technology will appear on the ballot. It will need
to receive a two-thirds majority with at least 20 percent voter turnout to pass. Students can vote at sa.rice.edu from 11:59 p.m. Monday, March 11, until 11:59 p.m. Friday,
March 15.

QAssociate

One of the most
touching things was a
couple kids came up
to me and said, ‘I really want to apply to
Rice. I really want to
go to college now.’”
Trent Navran
McMurtry ’15

Navran said he hopes the program inspires these students to go to college.
“One of the most touching things was a
couple kids came up to me and said ‘I really
want to apply to Rice. I really want to go to
college now,’” Navran said. “That was great
to see.”
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Dean and Director of Academic Advising Brian Gibson introduced plans for
Orientation Week 2013 to improve the faculty advising system, maximize efficiency of
available academic resources, and allow new students to personalize their academic
advising experience.

QSA

President Yoonjin Min discussed the new procedure for introducing legislation.
Legislation will now first be drafted, brought to colleges for discussion, then voted on
at the next SA meeting. Previously, legislation was introduced at the tail end of the
discussion process.

QThe SA Executive Board announced that voting records for SA voting members are now

available online at sa.rice.edu/votingrecords/.
QThe

undergraduate representatives to the University Committee on the Undergraduate Curriculum introduced legislation to implement a $50 fine for dropping a class
after the second week of the semester. The legislation was prompted by faculty and
administration wanting to increase pressure for students to drop courses before the
add deadline. These student representatives are pushing for the $50 fee as a more
reasonable penalty for dropping a course after week 2 as opposed to designating that
course with a W for Withdraw on the student’s transcript. They will look into penalty
options and allowing the penalty to be waived for students in certain circumstances.
Anyone interested in joining a focus group should email nnz1@rice.edu. Opinions
should be directed towards senators and presidents.

QThe

second annual Off-Campus Workshop will take place this Saturday, March 17 from
12:30-2 p.m. in Brockman Hall of Physics Room 101. House of Pies will be served.

The SA will next meet March 18 in Farnsworth Pavilion at 9 p.m.
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Fee waivers will be supported for students
who drop between the two deadlines if they do so
to add another class in the same time period or
due to any medical, family or similar emergency.
Min said she urges the student community
to help make a change that will benefit students
rather than aﬀect students’ future transcripts.
“It is up to student voice to help make a
change that is not detrimental to the academic
culture that we value,” Min said.
The resolution was introduced Monday,
March 11 and will be voted on at the SA meeting
on March 25.
Min said the SA advises against a Q or a W on
a transcript because it may be too strong of a disincentive to students in courses they would otherwise drop.
Baker College sophomore Alex Kumar said he
believes changing the week two drop deadline
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does not give students enough time to really reflect on their classes and manage their schedule
eﬀectively.
“Speaking from [personal] experience, I don’t
really see what a class is like until after a few
weeks into the semester,” Kumar said. “Having
the initial drop deadline at week two does not give
students enough time to see how hard a class really is and how they can do in the class.”
Will Rice College junior Amol Utrankar said he
believes the $50 fee is a reasonable amount and
would be preferable to a change to a student’s
transcript.
“A $50 fee is inconvenient, but I could see it
being a reasonable deterrent,” Utrankar said.
“I’d be more concerned about a Q or W because it
could be interpreted that the student dropped the
class due to poor performance. I can also imagine
why that’s fair to professors since it can’t be easy
to try [to] manage a curriculum with uncertainty
about how many students your class will have at
a certain part of the semester.”

UCourt changes passed
by Joey Capparella
News Editor

New amendments to the University Court
constitution, bylaws, and procedures were
passed in the recent Student Association general election as well as in the Student Senate.
UCourt Chair Evan Austin said although
many of the amendments are technical changes to ensure that procedures are clear, there are
also a few substantive changes to processes.
Austin said the most important part of
these amendments was the addition of the
plea “in violation but contesting sanctions” to
the constitution. This means students found in
violation of the Code of Student Conduct or the
Rice Alcohol Policy can go to UCourt to contest
their sanctions independently from contesting
the violation.
“Previously, students who admitted violations of the Code of Student Conduct or Rice
Alcohol Policy were unable to bring their cases
to UCourt,” Austin, a Duncan College junior,
said. “The previous process left student input
out of sanctioning decisions for students who

pled ‘in violation.’ We wanted to provide the
option for students to have Student Judicial
Programs’ suggested sanctions reviewed by
their peers in a wider variety of cases, rather
than just limiting that resource to students
contesting their charges.”
McMurtry College junior Daniel Burns said
he supports this change to the constitution.
“I’m definitely in favor of [the amendment],”
Burns said. “Given the system of trust at Rice and
the commitment to the Honor Code, you should
give someone the ability to come forward but still
explain the circumstances of what happened or
why they did [what they did].”
Austin also said changes were made to the investigation process in order to allow for increased
flexibility in procuring witness testimonies.
“We increased the discretion of the investigator in a case to allow witness testimony to
be presented as a written summary of an interview, a signed written statement or in person,” Austin said. “Previously, this decision
was more about the witness’s availability than
about which option was most appropriate to
the situation at hand.”

RUPD POLICE BLOTTER

The following items were reported to the Rice University Police Department for the period Mar. 7-12.
Residential Colleges

Martel College
Duncan College
Baker College
Lovett College

Other Buildings

Anderson Hall
BRC
Brochstein Pavilion
Other Locations

Rice Blvd.
Valhalla

Mar. 7
Mar. 7
Mar. 7
Mar. 8

Criminal trespass
Damaged property
Evading arrest
Theft

Mar. 9
Mar. 12
Mar. 12

Liquor violations, SJP referral
Theft of bicycle
Criminal mischief

Mar. 7
Mar. 8

Theft of bicycle
Theft, SJP referral
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KTRU Outdoor Show raps and strums its way to Rice’s heart
by Natalie Koonce
Thresher

On Saturday, March 9, 2013, an unusual
combination of families, students dressed
in their hipster best and a man in a head-totoe bunny costume invaded Rice University’s
central quad.
The occasion was KTRU Rice Radio’s 22nd
annual Outdoor Show, a music festival put on
by Rice University’s student radio station. This
year, the show boasted a lineup of local and national artists including B L A C K I E, Delicate
Steve, Buxton, Cloud Nothings and XXYYXX.
According to KTRU Concerts Director Sal
Tijerina, organizing the show required almost
a year’s worth of planning.
“The process involves an incredible
amount of planning,” Tijerina, a Lovett College sophomore said. “I research artists,
speak with agents, secure logistics for the
show with the productions team, … acquire
sponsors, front marketing campaigns, invite
food trucks, get artwork, … create a website,
… and, of course, run the show.”
A row of student organizations, most of
them selling food to fundraise for various
events, lined one side of the quad; on the
other, a packed beer garden attracted spectators over 21. Behind the stage, food trucks
offered burgers, specialty peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches and hot dogs to hungry concertgoers.
“Turnout was so great that we ran out of
beer an hour and a half before we expected
to, and each food truck sold out all of their
inventory,” Tijerina said.
Buxton guitarist and vocalist Austin
Sepulvado said he enjoyed the outdoor show.
“[KTRU] asked us to play the festival, and we’ve
never been able to make it before, so we’re excited
to be here,” Sepulvado said. “The show
is fantastic.”
“The KTRU Outdoor Show is one
of the best Rice traditions,” Tijerina
said. “It’s events like this that really
bring the community together.”

THE
WEEKLY
SCENE
Kaylen and Ellen’s picks for
events outside the hedges,
both around Rice and in the
Houston area, for this week.

“Crowd-surfing madness, for
the whole family.”
- KTRU Bunny
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“When I went out there to dance
to Delicate Steve everyone felt
it. It’s been a great day.”
- Aaron Rondina,
Duncan ’15

“White people will mosh to
anything. ”
- Collin Hill,
Wiess ’14

“I have never in my life been
high enough to enjoy [Cloud
Nothings]. ”
- Bao Ngo
Houston resident
“Rice just got infinitely cooler.”
- Claire O’Malley,
Baker ’16

nancy cheng/thresher

ST PATTY’S

ALICIA KEYS

JODI PICOULT

KEVIN NEALON

Wear green and celebrate at
the St Patrick’s Day Parade. A
celebration of Irish Texans, the
parade is one of the largest and
longest-running in the nation.
Rain or shine, over 100 acts will
be making their way around
downtown Houston at noon
this Saturday, March 16.

Alicia Keys is coming to Houston Monday, March 18 to perform songs from her newest
album, Set the World on Fire.
She’ll be joined by R&B star
Miguel, who was recently nominated for five Grammys. Tickets
are still available, ranging from
$49.50 to $125.

If you count yourself among the
many fans of romance literature
master Jodi Picoult, you will not
want to miss her visit to Houston
Monday, March 18 at 7 p.m. Picoult will be selling and signing
her newest book, The Storyteller.
Tickets are $35 and include a
copy of the book.

Former SNL cast member Kevin
Nealon, known for films such as
Anger Management and Happy
Gilmore and the TV show Weeds,
is coming to Improv Comedy
Showcase March 22-23. His
stand-up routine is sure to knock
some socks oﬀ. Tickets are $25$35, and shows are at 7 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

Downtown Houston
Pierce Elevated to Buffalo Bayou
www.HSPPC.com

Toyota Center
1510 Polk St.
www.houstontoyotacenter.com

Hastings High School
4410 Cook Road
www.murderbooks.com

Improv Comedy Showcase
1620 Katy Freeway
www.improv.com

”

Mottola Explores Bad Summer Jobs

Reed Thornburg
Thresher Editorial Staﬀ
In two months, a quarter of the Rice
population is destined to confront the real
world for the first time. In this strange new
post-collegiate world, not having a summer
job rapidly translates into unemployment.
Going through this exact same dilemma is
Adventureland’s (2009) central character
James Brennan (Jesse Eisenberg).
Brennan had originally planned on
spending his post-graduation summer in
Europe, casually enjoying a flaneurial existence, but recent changes to his parents’
financial situation instead require him
to work over the summer before starting
graduate school in the fall.
While James’ Oberlin College degree
and passion for Charles Dickens’ writings
make him an excellent candidate for journalism school, his general lack of work experience renders him unemployable for almost every minimum-wage job he can find
in his native town of Pittsburgh.
“I majored in comparative literature
and Renaissance studies,” reveals Brennan to his mother after another failed attempt to find a job. “Unless someone needs
help restoring a fresco, I'm screwed.”
Still, he eventually finds gainful employment through his scrotum-punching
childhood neighbor, “Frigo,” as an over-

educated carnie at the family-run amusement park, Adventureland, where Bill
Hader and Kristen Wiig hilariously serve
as the married managers.
More than anything else, this movie
succeeds at capturing summer. It brings
to life the situational relationships that
develop from the hate of menial employment and thoughtfully demonstrates how
aestival employment intensifies our protagonists’ personality-defining virginity.
Although very few current Rice students were alive during the 1970s, it is easy
to appreciate the sense of nostalgia that
the period setting lends this film. Also, it
allows writer and director Greg Mottola
to employ a well-constructed soundtrack
filled with overlooked Midwest punk icons
such as Husker Du and the Replacements.
The acting is generally strong. Even
though the central role is not a stretch for
the typically typecast Eisenberg, his signature blend of eﬀete and thoughtfulness
works well in this role. Even the perpetually criticized Kristen Stewart (Twilight)
oﬀers a very convincing performance as
Em, Brennan’s principal love interest. Her
surprisingly nuanced acting helps her develop her character beyond her limited
role as an object of virginal desire.
Freaks and Geeks fans will also be
pleased to see the screen prowess of actor Martin Starr as the Gogol-reading Adventureland employee Joel Schiﬀman.
The only moderately unsatisfying acting
comes from antagonist Ryan Reynolds
(Definitely, Maybe) as the park’s general
repairman.
The film strikes a consistently pleasant balance between laughs and sentiment, and with easy access through Netflix instant streaming, this film works well
as a springtime date-night movie.

Starcraft expansion Heart
of the Swarm released
by Michael Franco
for the thresher

Starcraft II: Heart of the Swarm is about human
expansion into alien territory in the year 2500 and
the pacts, alliances and betrayals that happen
between the humans (Terrans), bug aliens (Zerg)
and robotic, futuristic aliens (Protoss) as a result.
The newest game focuses on what happens to
Sarah Kerrigan, the Queen of Blades, after she is
transformed back into a human by the only man
who still believes in her, James Raynor.
Starcraft is a real-time strategy (RTS) game
that combines chess and Starship Troopers. Players start each game as one of the three aforementioned races with several workers. From there,
players have to out-mine, outproduce and outmaneuver their opponents in order to conquer
enemies’ armies and ultimately win the game.
Heart of the Swarm, with its great storyline
and even better multiplayer experience, raises the
bar for competitive gaming set by its predecessor,
Starcraft II: Wings of Liberty.
Starcraft II is more than just a game that people play at home and quickly tire of. It is also an
e-sport, meaning there are professional Starcraft
teams that train with coaches and fitness trainers
to make sure they are eating healthy, practicing
the optimal strategy and pushing the boundary of
what is possible in the game. These teams compete in tournaments with huge prize pools and
lots of people watching.
Last year, the player who won the Starcraft
championships received a $100,000 check, and
second place won $40,000. More than 125,000
people watched. On March 11, just before the
game was released, a 24-hour event was streamed
live that approximately 60,000 people watched at
any given time.
The competitive scene and community surrounding Starcraft II is huge and extremely active.
The first tournament of Heart of the Swarm will
take place this weekend, March 15-17, in Dallas
and live on www.majorleaguegaming.com. The
winner will take home $50,000.

courtesy blizzard entertainment

Starcraft II: Heart of the Swarm:

Released March 12, 2013 as an expansion of
Starcraft II: Wings of Liberty,
released July 27, 2010.

Main Diﬀerences between Heart of
the Swarm and Wings of Liberty
new campaign

multiplayer unites hat fundamentally
alter gameplay
diﬀerent multiplayer skins and portraits
a leveling system with unlockable
achievements that lets you track your
progress against others online

Price: $39.99
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This Week in Entertainment

The 20/20 Experience — Justin Timberlake makes his highly
anticipated return to music after a foray into acting with a smooth,
soulful collection of songs produced by Timbaland. Featuring already successful singles including “Suit & Tie (featuring Jay-Z)” and
“Mirrors,” the CD contains elements of pop, rhythm and blues, and
hip-hop and looks to capitalize on a rabid fan base to become the
first blockbuster album release of 2013.

The Call — When a veteran 911 operator (Halle Berry, Monster’s
Ball) receives a life-altering call from a teenage girl (Abigail Breslin, Little Miss Sunshine) who has been abducted, she realizes she must confront a killer from her past to save the girl’s life. This thriller, directed by
Brad Anderson, made headlines last year after Berry was hospitalized
due to a head injury during production yet has not received much attention since, lending to low expectations for the film. R. 95 minutes.

courtesy bushbranch

Album

courtesy warner bros

Old Sock — Eric Clapton: The 21st studio album for the
storied musician contains two original songs but is otherwise
a collection of covers of some of Clapton’s favorite songs,
evidencing his appreciation for and vast knowledge of music.
Featuring elements of reggae, soul and rock standards and
collaborations with Paul McCartney, Chaka Khan and Steve
Winwood, the album creates a unique interpretation of modern musical history.

DVD

courtesy new line cinema

Movie

The Incredible Burt Wonderstone — In one of his first
major theatrical projects since leaving The Oﬃce, Steve Carell
stars as superstar magician Burt Wonderstone, who along with
his partner (Steve Buscemi, Boardwalk Empire), has reigned as
king of the Las Vegas strip for years. But when a street magician
(Jim Carrey, Yes Man) threatens to knock them oﬀ their thrones,
Burt recognizes that he has to salvage his act for modern audiences. PG-13. 101 min.

courtesy tristar

courtesy rca sony

album

Gears of War: Judgment — Available exclusively
on Xbox 360, the fourth installment in the third-person
shooter franchise serves as a prequel to the previous editions, centered on the Kilo Squad, a group of soldiers attempting to save their besieged city from a horrifying new
enemy. The new edition includes faster and more intense
combat modes, enhanced multiplayer experiences and a
“Mission Declassification” function that allows players to
unlock more achievements.

Movie

courtesy epic games

Video
Game

by Louis Lesser

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey — The first of three
films telling the prequel story to the Lord of the Rings trilogy follows a
young Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy), on an epic quest to reclaim the lost dwarf kingdom from an evil
dragon. While not quite as successful as its predecessors, the film was
praised for its cutting-edge visual eﬀects. Bonus features include
behind the scenes video blogs and trailers. (Also on Blu-ray 3-D)

S
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Baseball tries to gain momentum this season

courtesy tommy lavergne/rice media

Sophomore infielder Ford Stainback throws to first base at the College Classic on March 1.

by Ryan Glassman
Thresher Staff

After a home shutout loss to Sam Houston
State University last week, the Owls baseball
team made the trip east to Miami, Fla., in hopes
of improving upon a lackluster 7-6 record, the

program’s worst start through 13 games since
the 2000 season.
“We’re not hitting very well, and we’re
not hitting with men in scoring position at
all,” Head Coach Wayne Graham said prior
to a three-game tilt with Florida International
University. “[Hitting] comes, and it goes. I

Women’s tennis defeats UT
by Nicollete Chamberlain
Thresher Staff

The Rice women’s team earned its fourth
consecutive win after defeating Texas State
on Sunday, March 10. Even though the match
was held indoors due to rain, the Owls cut the
match short by winning their first four games
and securing the victory. Head Coach Elizabeth Schmidt said she saw the Texas State
optimistically, especially after their first-ever
win in history against the University of Texas
on March 2.
“The team has been playing very hard and
really pulled together in Austin to capture the
4-3 victory against a talented Texas team,”
Schmidt said. “We were proud of them for that
eﬀort, and it was nice to solidify that victory
with the win against Texas State on Sunday.”
Not only did the Owls blank Texas State
with sophomore Liat Zimmerman, senior Katie Gater and junior Kimberly Anicete’s No. 2,
3 and 4 singles wins, respectively, as well as
clinching No. 1 and 2 doubles, but they also

did it without No. 1 singles sophomore Natalie Beazant in the singles lineup. Beazant,
who has won six singles and seven doubles
matches in a row and was named Conference
USA Player of the Week last week, only played
one doubles match in order to rest a strained
stomach muscle.
“The great thing about this team is that we
have the depth to be able to hold a player out
and have others step up and take care of business,” Schmidt said.
With a 9-4 overall record and a 1-1 conference record, the team currently sits 26th in the
nation. Upcoming matches include Western
Michigan University and Texas A&M, Corpus
Christi, which will continue to test the Owls’
success thus far. The team is also looking
ahead to its conference meet April 18. Despite
its growing number of wins, Schmidt pushes
the team to work hard and focus on the details
every day.
The women’s tennis team will play next
at Jake Hess Stadium 3 p.m. March 16 against
Western Michigan.

think it’s streaky, so I think we’ll get some
this weekend.”
The batters came around over the course
of the weekend, but junior ace pitcher Austin
Kubitza did not need much run support to help
deliver a win in the opener Monday night. After
three scoreless innings, junior Michael Aquino
blasted his fifth home run of the season to put
the Owls ahead, a lead they added to with two
more runs in the fifth. Kubitza pitched into the
seventh inning, allowing just two runs while
striking out 11 batters throughout the evening.
With Rice clinging onto a 4-2 lead in the seventh, junior John Simms stepped in for Kubitza
and struck out two batters with runners on
base to escape the jam. The Owls added three
more runs in the eighth, largely due to a tworun single from sophomore Ford Stainback,
and Simms closed out the game to give Rice a
7-2 win in the opener.
Rice had another superb outing Saturday,
this time from sophomore Jordan Stephens. But
Rice needed a bit more late-inning suspense
to fight oﬀ the Florida International University
Panthers. Following just one run over eight innings, Stephens was pulled after conceding to
a leadoﬀ single in the ninth. He left the game
with Rice ahead with a 3-1 lead. But FIU rallied for two more hits in the inning, including
a two-run single to tie the game with just one
out. Sophomore Zech Lemond came in to retire
the final two batters of the frame, forcing extra
innings. But after blowing the late lead, the Rice
batters responded with a two-out rally of their
own, with junior Keenan Cook and freshman
Connor Teykl later delivering back-to-back RBI
singles in the 10th inning to put Rice up 5-3. Af-

Men’s tennis faces losses

isabella adamiak/thresher

Senior Peter Frank plays in a doubles match against Pennsylvania State University.

by Daniel Elledge
Thresher Staff

isabella adamiak/thresher

Tamir says goodbye

Senior point guard Tamir Jackson goes up for a
shot during his last season at Rice.

ter senior Geoﬀ Perrott got on base, freshman
Leon Byrd drew a bases-loaded walk to bring in
what ended up being the winning fourth run.
The Panthers, with three hits in the bottom of
the 10th, brought in two runs and put the tying run on second, but with two outs, Lemond
forced a ground ball to end the game, clinching
the road series for the Owls.
The Sunday finale got oﬀ to a slow start for the
Owls, who were down 11-2 after FIU mashed 13 hits
in the first four innings. Rice rallied late for three
runs in the seventh and two more in the eighth,
but the comeback attempt was unsuccessful. The
Ows had a season-high 16 hits during the game,
including five from Stainback and three each from
seniors Christian Stringer and Michael Ratterree,
but Rice lost the final game in Miami 11-7.
After the series road win, the team opened a
seven-game homestand Tuesday with the first of
a two-game set against Louisiana Tech University. After a frustrating outing a few weeks ago at
Minute Maid Park, Simms put together a career
night, posting his first complete game while striking out a career-high 12 batters. Led by Teykl’s four
hits, the freshman trio of Teykl, Byrd and Hunter
Kopycinski combined for eight of Rice’s 10 hits and
three of the four RBIs in the 4-2 win. But the story
of the evening was Simms and his ability to stymie
the Bulldogs’ bats while pitching the whole game.
“[Simms] pitched so well, and we needed
him tonight,” Graham said. “His fastball was
alive, and he was able to move it in and out, …
We needed [Simms], and he came through with
a complete game.”
The Owls host Harvard University (1-6) for
three games at Reckling Park this weekend, beginning with tonight’s opener at 6:30 p.m.

The Owls have faced many speed bumps
this season and this weekend did not spare
them as they split a Saturday doubleheader.
Rice suﬀered another stinger last weekend,
dropping a match to Pennsylvania State University 4-3. The Owls did not get discouraged,
however, and they rebounded with a 4-0 win
over Abilene Christian University.
With the split weekend, the Owls are now
5-8 and are hosting the 55th annual Rice Invitational starting Friday against Radford University. Rice will be playing Oregon University on
Saturday, and Texas A&M University, Corpus
Christi on Sunday.
Assistant Coach Bojan Szumanski said the
Owls must take what they can from the Penn
State match and utilize it going forward.
“You have to have a short memory in tennis,” Szumanski said. “Take the positives and
analyze the negatives. The guys have to forget
about it and stay positive.”
Senior Jonathan Chang said he agreed.
Chang said players cannot go into matches
with the mentality that if the match is close, it
will not go their way. He felt optimism is the
key if the Owls want to emerge from their woes.
“I guess [we] have to be positive, got to have
a positive outlook, and we will have some 4-3
wins ourselves,” Chang said. “When it is close,
we have to pull out a win.”
With three matches in three days, the fitness and stamina of the Owls will be tested, es-

pecially in the hot Texas spring heat. Szumanski said he was not too concerned about the
heat because the Rice squad has an amazing
level of endurance. The Owls have experienced
situations like this before, including playing
multiple doubleheaders during the season.
“I do not think we have had fitness issues,”
Szumanski said. “I feel good about how wellprepared we are. I do not think we have lost
matches this year based on lack of fitness. We
know it is going to be tough by the third day,
but I think the guys are up for it.”
Since Oregon and Corpus Christi are ranked,
Rice has a good chance to get some marquee
wins and get back in the at-large general discussion surrounding the NCAA tournament.
Szumanski said he is especially worried
about Corpus Christi, which has been hot of
lately. He added that even though the Owls
have enjoyed success against the Crusaders in
the past, the tables have turned, and Corpus
Christi has emerged as the favorite.
“We know Corpus because we play them every year,” Szumanski said. “They have beaten
a couple of ranked teams, so they have momentum coming into this match. Corpus has a
very balanced team. They are fighters and hard
workers, so they are always tough to beat — it
will be a battle.”
Overall, Szumanski said he feels like many
of these matches will be really close so the Owls
need to be ready to be clutch in the final moments.
“I would not be surprised if the matches
went to a 4-3 decision,” Szumanski said.
“There is no clear favorite.”
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The Fifth Lap

Gabe Cuadra
As Tamir Jackson lay belly down on the Tudor
Fieldhouse floor with just seconds left in his final
home game, he let his fist come down on the hard
court, echoing throughout the arena. Then he
raised it and let it come down again. And again.
And a few more times.
It was not a tantrum — far from it. It was a release of emotions — of frustration, of love, of desperately wanting one more win at home.
When that last home win finally bounced out
of reach despite a herculean 30-point eﬀort by
Jackson and a furious rally by him and his team,
all the emotions just seemed to finally spill out.
This was not the way Jackson’s senior season at
Rice was supposed to be. Less than a year ago, he
was one of the stars on a team that seemed poised
to elevate the program to heights it had not seen
in many years. The National Invitation Tournament (NIT) seemed like an achievable goal, the

NCAA tournament not an impossible dream. But
as one teammate after another transferred away,
that team of potential was soon transformed into a
short-handed, undersized shell of itself.
Part of this season will inevitably be about
what could have been. It is easy to see how
all the pieces might have fit together. Omar
Oraby and Arselan Kazemi would have shored
up the interior defense and given Jackson, Julian DeBose and our guards room to penetrate
oﬀensively. Austin Ramljak would have been
able to thrive in a role as sharpshooting spark
instead of being asked to carry so much of the
possession-to-possession scoring burden. The
rest of the players would have had the opportunity to find their roles in more natural positions instead of being forced to shift in order to
compensate for a lack of team size. It is all what
might have been.
But there is more to this season than just what
might have been. There is also what was.
There was the development of Wiess junior
walk-on Bahrom Firozgary. When Firozgary first
joined the team, he was clearly overwhelmed by
the size and speed of the game. In his first few
games, he was prone to quick fouls and turnovers.
However, as the season progressed, so did Firozgary, with many of his contributions not showing
up in the box score. He added height both oﬀensively and defensively, hustled for loose balls, and
was often part of the team’s pick-and-roll oﬀense,
setting screens at the top of the key.

Firozgary’s improvement and contributions
became even more important when sophomore
Seth Gearhart was forced out of the lineup for the
final 10 games of the regular season by an injury.
Over those final 10 regular season games, Firozgary averaged 15.4 minutes per game. During
that stretch, he shot sparingly but eﬃciently, averaging 2.3 points per game and firing 45 percent
from the field and 69 percent from the free-throw
line. His journey was one of this season’s silver
linings.
There was also the indomitable attitude of
this season’s team. Despite adversity, this team
never quit. It never showed up to Tudor Fieldhouse intimidated, never mailed in games. And
even when games were out of reach, the Owls
still competed to win that possession, that series,
that section of the contest.
While there were definitely stretches that were
painful to watch, instants when the coaching staﬀ
seemed disappointingly uncreative, and times
when the number of lopsided losses seemed to
carry a lot of weight, there were also moments that
were exciting, even inspiring. Moments like Ramljak heating up from behind the arc. Moments like
DeBose playing powerfully above the rim. I would
be remiss to leave out the incredibly sweet comefrom-behind victory at home against crosstown
rival Houston.
Finally, there was Jackson, the sole senior.
The Rice community owes something to the man
who decided to stay. He led the team in points per

game, rebounds per game and minutes per game,
and he was second in steals and assists per game.
However, what he meant to this program in
its year in the wilderness stretches beyond the
box score. It is telling not only that last weekend’s game was marketed as “Tamir’s final home
game,” but also that the student section was
filled with supporters, many of whom stayed the
entire game. It is telling that a giant “We love
Tamir” sign hung alongside the “Come and Take
It” flag. It is telling that somehow, after the pregame honor, the two standing ovations and all
the sideline hugs at the end of the game, it still
did not feel like he had been recognized enough.
It is going to be a bit painful to watch this
year’s NCAA tournament, especially if the University of Oregon makes a deep run featuring
Kazemi. It simply does not seem fair for the ones
who left to succeed while those who stayed struggled. In the storybook version of this season,
Rice would be the Cinderella team to make the
tournament and knock out the Ducks. But sports
track more closely to real life than Disney Channel movies, and this season proved to be one
bridge too far.
Which takes us back to last Saturday night,
with Jackson sprawled out on the floor having
dived after one last ball that bounced away.
Somehow, as he pulled himself up oﬀ the
court, it all seemed OK.
Yes, there was failure — but it was failure that
warranted every bit of a winner’s applause.
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Tamir Jackson’s collegiate basketball career remembered
by Ryan Glassman
Thresher Staff

It’s 2013.
We can learn a lot about people not only from
their words and actions, but also from their tweets.
Last September, Tamir Jackson tweeted in the
wake of the announcement that former Rice student Arsalan Kazemi would be the sixth member
of the basketball team to leave the school.
“People all over and even supporters are going
to count us out but I’m going to stand by my team
and school,” Jackson tweeted.
Six months later, the senior point guard of the
Rice men’s basketball team has played his final
game for the Owls. Jackson leaves behind a legacy
not only as one of the best players in the program’s
history, but also as a young man who honored his
commitment to his team and his school, refusing
to put his head down when the going got tough.
Jackson came from a world that did not stress
loyalty. As an alumnus of St. Benedict’s Preparatory School in Newark, Jackson learned to play the
game among many players headed to Division I
college teams and the NBA, like former alumnus
J.R. Smith of the New York Knicks. His school,
among others, breeds these players but also participates in the rapid turnover of these same ath-

letes. Many young men who attend these schools
transfer to best position themselves for future offers, paying little regard to team loyalty.
This makes it all the more exceptional that
Jackson, who played for years among the best high
school players in the nation, has for so long maintained his steadfast commitment to Head Coach
Ben Braun and the Owls.
Surrounded by the tumultuous environment
of self-interested players changing schools constantly, Jackson has always put the program first.
Jackson signed with the Owls in the early signing
period during his recruitment, remaining true to
his commitment when Bowl Championship Series
programs came with oﬀers later in the process.
Jackson started from day one with the Owls,
becoming the only player on the 2009-10 team to
start every game of the season. As a sophomore,
Jackson adjusted to a move oﬀ the ball, since he
was forced to play more as a shooting guard than
a point guard with an incoming crop of freshmen.
Jackson took the changes in stride, leading the
Owls in scoring during conference play while taking a young contingent of guards under his wing.
As a junior, Jackson was again the guiding force for
a stable of freshmen. His individual numbers took
a hit, but the team’s performance improved drasti-

cally, as the Owls won 19 games, finished .500 in
the league and made a run to the CollegeInsider.
com Tournament quarterfinal.
Then, over the months leading up to a highly
anticipated senior season, the bottom fell out. Six
of the team’s nine returning scorers left the Rice
program to pursue other basketball opportunities,
both at the collegiate and professional levels. But,
as his tweet indicates, Jackson never expressed
any doubts about playing out his senior season
with Braun and the Rice Owls.
After a 77-71 loss on Jackson’s Senior Night
last Saturday, the Owls end the regular season at
a disappointing 5-24, needing to make a run at this
week’s Conference USA Tournament to keep Jackson’s college career alive. But in last Saturday’s
game, as has been the case all season long, the final score does not reflect the eﬀort and dedication
that Jackson has put forth for his school.
With his team trailing University of Tulsa by 10
with under a minute left, Jackson attacked the rim
and drew a foul while converting a layup. During
the next possession, it was Jackson again, playing
in his typically relentless style, who got into the
lane and scored to keep hope alive. Trailing by as
many as 20 points in the second half, Jackson rallied the Owls to within four in the closing seconds.

Tulsa called a timeout, reorganized and put away
the short-handed Owls for a six-point victory. But
Jackson left everything on the court, setting a career-high with 30 points in his final game in front
of the home crowd at Tudor Fieldhouse.
After the game, Jackson was as humble as ever,
heaping praise upon his teammates for their hard
work and resilience.
“I’m just glad to be a part of this team and play
with these guys,” Jackson said. “They never let me
down, and I’m never going to let them down. We
just fight as a team and stay together— all the time.”
Jackson is the first player in the program’s
history to play over 4,000 minutes in a career. He
ranks sixth all time in points scored, fourth in assists and fourth in steals. Jackson is only the second player in school history to rank in the top 10
in each of those three statistics. Based on those
numbers, Jackson graduates from Rice University
as one of the best basketball players in the history
of the school.
Jackson has always led not through his performance, or his words, or even his Tweets, but
through his eﬀort and commitment to Rice University. Thank you Tamir, for putting your school
above all else and for remaining devoted to a program at a level where loyalty is taken for granted.

Women’s basketball team completes a diﬃcult season
by Teddy Grodek
Thresher Staff

Although they headed into the tournament
hot, winning four of their last five games, the season ended for the Rice women’s basketball team in
disappointment Wednesday night, as the Owls fell
to the University of Tulsa in the first round of the
Conference USA tournament in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
For a team with such high expectations heading into the season, the loss was a setback. While
many players from this season will be returning
next year, they will be thinking this oﬀ-season
about what exactly went wrong this year.
The Owls, in their final regular season game of
the year, upset Southern Methodist University at
Tudor Fieldhouse.

SMU jumped out to an early lead, heading into
halftime up four points. Rice shot poorly and had
trouble getting second opportunities, resulting in
only 20 points the entire first half — one of their
lowest totals on the season
In the second half, Rice got red-hot shooting
the basketball, finding points on every corner of
the floor. They jumped out to a huge lead on SMU –
up to 18 points at one juncture. The 38 points they
scored in the second almost doubled their first half
total. Rice ended up winning the game 58-46.
Junior Jessica Kuster had another huge game
for the Owls, hauling down an impressive 18 rebounds along with 15 points. Sophomore Nakachi
Maduka led the Owls with 16 points.
"[Our team put forth] tremendous eﬀort defen-

sively,” Head Coach Greg Williams said. “Hopefully this will give us positive momentum going into
the conference tournament.”
However, the Owls have struggled to play two
complete halves all year, and in the first C-USA
game against Tulsa, they could not buck this trend.
The Owls trailed by up to ten in the first half,
but closed the gap to two going into halftime.
In the second half Tulsa shut the door in the
second twenty minutes, holding Rice to only 24
points while putting 44 up themselves. Rice committed 17 fouls in the second half, making a win
even more unlikely. By the end of the game, Tulsa
cruised to a seemingly easy 74-52 victory.
Kuster had 15 points, but only 7 rebounds. Senior Jessica Goswitz had two assists in her final

night as an Owl, while Senior Zoe Rogers contributed 3 points in her last game.
“I give credit to Tulsa. They played very hard,
very aggressively,” Williams said after the game.
“We were the second leading rebounding team in
C-USA this year, and we got outrebounded 44-23,
so that was a huge factor in the game. We haven’t
been outrebounded like that all year long.”
Kuster knows that her team will make progress
in the oﬀ-season.
“For myself, I have a lot of little things I want to
work on,” Kuster said. “For my team, I don’t know,
everybody is just so young. It’s good that we’re going to have more experience next year. We have
people that can shoot; we just need them to be
more confident.”
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